April 2, 1953

no word from Jo yet. She should have arrived in Tokyo yesterday or the latest. I'll let it have been a hectic trip. Things bound of boiling over at ABC.

Grant had a letter written by Dr. Boone terminating Meant and Duncan. The old deep-seated business between genetics and the medical groups. It has been complex—

first by Duncan and his outspoken criticism of Grant at the ABC office. Meant had had his placenta troubles too. I guess it is the rebellions of youth in a sense. On any event, Grant seems to have the upper hand on some issues.

Not a kind hearted, well intentioned guy like Grant can get twisted into the urge to protect him. I can't figure why. However,

I think he's being led astray. I really believe anyone in Judy—she should—he is very bright and should write his talents here—he should be put in a good

Deacon. He will develop into a real research man. Duncan is Duncan. I like to admire him in so many ways—but he is impressionable in others—favorably?

I think he is insecure all on the defensive—hence his,

attitude. But he is very smart and charming—If he

would settle down and do something with his talents

then would be no limit to his ability. When he gets

some sense about philosophies—all of us ever gets

back his youth, he will be a real fine person.

I'm in the 'twilight' I guess. Can't get started on

anything. We left—leaving in March—4-

matrons—hugely now. (Of Beatie Writings of

St. Thomas 1965 Vol1. Summit Theological

Preserve of Creatures—Saint Articles)


4. Page by page. Chapter 10. Religion. Difficulties - need to be learning hard time getaway. Getting it but I like it. Need to read Mendel's later. Still working on "The Chromosomes" by White. However not doing anything specifically useful - must keep my head in or (a) try not to anticipate the test. In ascari. (b) some people with high eosinophilia have K-F cells that are in the presence. I think it may be 20% of people with paramecia reaction will have K-F cells.

(c) Must do that. Finden stain work but they had trouble. (d) Half of them - no help with the Phosphatase reaction or others. (e) Must get going on side groupings. (f) Lymphocyte grouping by Hunt on overstory. (g) Ignore this. (h) Adenoid. (i) Fuji could do that. At least outline up as an next page. Also must get going on

I. The lymphocyte group.

2. Antilymphoma

3. Tropical reaction

4. Hemolytic fever. Hepatitis

5. Intestinal parasites, M. carcinoma.
General analysis (report by myself)

I. General in MB 55: 1st year progress - Simple etc.
   a. wt. height, BP (cm/m)
   b. Red cell data (with Jack Lewis) - Latex to get
time of death etc.

II. Research - Lung, skeletal, general
   (a) TB (Jack R)
   (b) Syphilis (F. T.)
   (c) Herpes (?)
   (d) Microscopics for mycobacterias and tuberous also
   for glucose (SB)
   (e) Jack to get vital
   study for genetic aspect of the poly cystic kidneys.
   (f) Hypertension - H. H. Desica and Breeden - Brown

III. Hematology (W CM - RC)
   a. Setting standards in MB 55
   (b) Congen. with no exp. (Parnose & 2nd hand)
   (c) Anaemia - general body
   (d) Leucopenia - Banti syndrome
   (e) Leucemia - early case of same - 12/6/55
   (W CM - RC)

Special Studies
   (a) Poly C (Fujit)
   (b) Oral cavity (Fujit)
   (c) Endocrine response to ACTH (Fujit - RC)
   (d) ECG studies - normal (Shinmai - Brown - Woodby)
   (e) Leucemia (W CM - RC)
   (f) Leucemia - (Special Chem. Studies, W. Sato and - WCM)
   Keratitis (W CM, C M, W. Sato)

Dr. Fuchs, Tom and I. to have Heller, Thunberg, Nisimura,
   el al. (communion: Fr. Kopf)
April 10, 1953.

Great news. He arrived home from Tokyo trip Saturday afternoon. I had played tennis Sat. & Sun. Day am. She arrived pretty well tacked out. They had a nice trip, but hectic. Had to sleep in car one night in Kyoizaki. They had 19 flat tires! Also trouble getting gas due to first plastics on car were not handy. Placed the long trip home later. 1 nice present - a beautiful set of binoculars. The boys wanted it.

I left for Naga-shi on Monday. Jack and I went with me. Saw IRA about plane for coming year. Had an interesting visit to Sanatorium run by Franciscan nuns. They were very nice, gave some bread and al myself a little lunch. Bade visit to an elderly priest who was ill. We tried an enjoyable meal that evening.

Hoda took with the President of Nagasaki University about the ABCC program for the coming year. Great deal I will have to look into for some discussions. It is a long trip - when I get back various problems. Army not sure Bob was well. Jack will stay with ABCC. Also the internist Jimmy recommended is not coming. Great told me Dr. Brown has authorized him to offer me the job of medical director in his stead - near $3,000. I have a year but it told me I could not take it. He wrote me to consider taking the medical aspect man - with a co-director in advance situation. I decided that it will work.

Saturday, April 11, 1953. Toshiro kay, bunny rode down to see cherry trees out at Oshakami. So Tommy and I visited Kijo. We went and one along. Pretty difficult toke, lots of people there - picnics, they mostly stand side - very crowded filled with sake, they really got wild on it. Letter to Frank.
Friday April 19th

Well a year ago we were on our way from Tokyo to Hiro.

After a hair raising trip over the Pacific and our rather depressing impression of Tokyo, we were somewhat depressed and recall now it is getting ready to go home in June. Home filled with packages. Redaring reach. Last letter written with HM's arm.

Newcastle for a week. Left Hany 14 am & cabbie film "September Affair". Arthur, Martin & Ann our host - very good - tea & wine - drive up to our room. Had we went to dinner. Went to dinner. 8p.m. 9p.m. to meet Dr I. Padvin, Dr Casky (Eisenhower's new big wheel in medical manower), Gen (Major) Shankton, Major Gen. Harp (air force) Capt. Hsiao Chi (USNA) with several others. They were at ABCC only 19 hrs. Anderson & Tetsu took us to Tokyo. Shinshu from Nagasaki. Gen. Shankton mentioned to the army requested me to go to Korea. Peace talks at the exchange of world & health promises reached new stages. 2 of us were

Cook talked to the commissioner & Dr. Shoda, how about it. ABCC in directions. Medical research & maintained today, et cetera, accepted in credit & re confrontation. 2 more columns of time in Japan.
Dr. Tunsaki took three of my slides at the March Symposium.

The ruin chimney of the Medical College Hospital.

Nagasaki Medical School—the pre-clinical depart fast it was—just the school is still in a bad way, June 2, 1953.
May 10th Sunday

I have not neglected this journal. Went back to Nagasaki on April 22nd. In a meeting with the President of Nagasaki University, Dr. Koyama and the Dean of the Medical School, Dr. Izumi, and others. As per Tom Campbell's letter we were to make real headway toward understanding of cooperative efforts on a new program. Dr. Izumi promised conditions to take over the health survey. We have scattered iron out but I feel hopeful. However, up here, we are leaving our troubles defining the program - we still have not got the Japanese 1953 data. We have 86 doctors I believe - it is more - I do not know what of my time there is in those figures - but it is important and we must find the answer. How is the problem?

Travelled and I do not see any to app. as we have to get our ideas straightened out. He wants to do something on all cases in Nagasaki - claim opposed to it on several grounds.

An special group of cases - eyes - but not routinely on our survey. He said yesterday in a meeting that Dr. Bingham in fact did not have his authorization. I agree - in fact he feels alone and a little out of the matter - with a mandate from the Commission. We shall see. Have played a lot of tennis on week ends - 8 sets one day and next.

Hyde trip down to Kure harbor with Yamazaki and two girls. Today Col. Kellihan, major Topping (both B.C. F. Knox) to lunch. Trinity ready to move. So I myself, with Yamazaki at the heading, went to beg their fuses. Stated at 9:15 AM took us 3 1/2 hrs down to reach at 1:30 PM. Beautiful day. Really fall in, not this path, we keep them up if they get blown over by boat.

May be a truce in Korea. Write to J. Ruffin of B.U. for letter. Waiting to hear from Treuse B.C. B. John.
May 21, 1953

Pretty busy these days. Semi annual report due and I must get a program arranged for Hiroshima. I figure if we just tackled the 9,000 survivors under 1500 meters and went over the 4,500 we have not examined - we reviewed them 5,000 times - we could keep track of them. We must check on their vacenoses, dental status, record - cataracts, leukemia, anemia, possible CVR, diseases, etc., under minor cases. Have got started on the epidemiology of the Pellegrinis case. Must get more serum.

Will write to Ross. I think, Alex were looking at all the minor cases of our leukemia cases. Have, to get back to take some pictures of Jaffa to draw them. Got an article on early leukemia nearly done now. Also we've started a charity of leukemia cells. Pellegrinis to major cases. He is a good boy. Tennis tournament is on. I got put at today by Jean 6-1 6-1 4. 7-5 6-2 but I gave him a good match. There is much in the hospital - Art Payden out of the hospital - after his bout of infection mononuclear. Tuesday we had the whole complement of the Jutlandia down to ABC. They were swell and we were tolerated well to the dinner that night on the ship. It was quite a time. I had too much schnapps or aqua vitae. But it was very pleasant and we met hospital people.
June 7th, 1953. Sunday. Yesterday I got back from another trip to Nagasaki. I left on Wednesday, 1940s down with Tom Cornell. Stayed over until Friday. I back a long time some trip. I learned buckets all the time. My purpose in going was to set up the program then in a meeting with Dr. Kojima, railroad of Yankee, new dean, Kitamura and Dr. Shinko. I thought we had a pretty clear picture of what we should do. I expected whole-hearted cooperation. I outlined a plan for using x-ray survey of 8000 people who 2000 meters using our radiation questionnaire. This to accomplish 3 main things. 1. Locate survivors as if now I get more medical records sake. 2. Get careful history 1 radiation illness (with dose before). 3. Al require into health since 1950 and now. The effort to be directed on detecting the sick people who need investigation with the idea of
What appears to be the most important thing does the A.B.C. increase the death rate of what does it do in the way of treating a disease with then knowledge? Our plan was to send one of our young doctors out to see the people who had leprosy - an initial survey indicated about 25% of people should be treated in an immediate way. We had planned to send up a large number of doctors to go over the area, meet them and train them up. We realized this would take time, maybe 3 years, to do a good job. We also engaged consultants in C.M.S. to take care of doctors, to help them find jobs and set up a hospital for surgical exploration and clinical investigations. We expected the Japanese to come back for this - all they expect to be able to do the job with 50,000 people now we've done the job with a few groups of people.

All people and their relatives were very kind and generous to all the people that we saw. We met with the local people and discussed the whole area. We met with the local people and discussed the whole area.

Dr. Yawata immediately began to prepare for the next step. He is not a practical man - he does not know how to do what he is doing. He must be careful and take his time, otherwise it will take too long. Also, they should see all the people with red cell surveys (with a reference to 70,000 of these) and that they should be examined at once; almost 100 doctors were

He said...
of the fact that the public will demand treatment of people with the plague. It is not a public health problem, it's
a major. A typical demonstration-type service which
was held to largely bring in those who were unhappy,
with those not as much so. Next day Friday Am.
Discussed came over if we talked again to him, they
might have more confidence. Shook a finger at. But
Mons Kedrowski translated for me and he told me that
they really want us out of it — that they feel they can do
a superior job — except for our facilities. After a
little discussion, we thought we should report it. It
is going to be moved that we establish a
proper
organization. B) they will have their 50 under
them. This is a test, idea I guess as @) Survey all those
who have patience to bear them. The association
agrees to try to carry out some humanitarian
program doctors C) to carry out some humanitarian
programs doctors D) to carry out some humanitarian
programs doctors E) to carry out some humanitarian
programs doctors F) to carry out some humanitarian
programs doctors G) to carry out some humanitarian
programs doctors H) to carry out some humanitarian
programs doctors I) to carry out some humanitarian
programs doctors J) to carry out some humanitarian
programs doctors K) to carry out some humanitarian
programs doctors L) to carry out some humanitarian
programs doctors M) to carry out some humanitarian
programs doctors N) to carry out some humanitarian
problems but the mass evacuation staff is not one
for an ideal concern. We will see what happens.

But Warden learns room the people in the very
down block were dropped. The wheat and other grains of it is a tough break
on it looks as if the rainy season started. Time is
well 15. Have had a lot of rain in day
and now we are really waiting for it. Expect a typhoon
today — but so far we had a real decent gale. Patient
of mine is felt very much. Rambach was too
social. But the tenor tomorrow was cold
head.
Gene. Mr. Sato came at 7 with his best player Dr. Kaji. He was a great player. They stayed at the Hotel Shima. Very friendly with their friends at the Rainforest Club. The club was warm and we went to the Club for dinner. It was very nice but hot. Then we went to the Fred Kellahan's BC Pizza on Tuesday night to the American Ball at the Klub Club. It was quite nice. I had at 2 AM a lot of dry buy and to Nagasaki. Reportedilly as a boy born in Nagasaki. Trip to the neonate bomb. We kill, kill. I think the bomb. Also killed my uncle in Nagasaki. I think the bomb. I think the bomb.

We have 2 new cases of what looks like early leukemia - myelocytes/lymphocytes and my

case low as leukemia. We see that leukemia to get better in order for proper treatment.

We are sure to get the bone marrow. Can't have bone marrow with all of the cases. We see that the bone marrow can't be taken with all of the cases. We see that the bone marrow can't be taken with all of the cases.

We also got the chromosomal stuff up in the kinematic series (10 cases) and the study of the disease symptoms of the group of osteoporosis.

Mrs. Brown - Dr. Hayman was great and interested in the case. We hope to see help on salary problem or on Jane. I suppose they expect me to come back to the same type of set-up and mother...

The big bomb will have been the announcement of Warwick's decision to return... and Jerry House not going.
On the trip finished Edith Stowell's Alexander Pope - very good. Must get a copy for myself - also recent one at Greens. Tonight we went to 6.30 P.M. Mass in Kane [Fr. Reed] and Benedictine. Col. McKenzie played the organ for Benedictine. At 7.30 we met to hear the men sing the Latin Kyrie. Col. McKenzie gave to early mass of Communion but came back to play the organ. We invited Jeff and myself to their annual Jubilee meal - on June 23rd.

Nagasaki after the A-Bomb
June 11, 1953

This day, Mrs. Roosevelt came to see us on Tuesday 9 June. She was quite nice inspite of my prejudices. I think the Japanese also did not pull the work upon her eyes on the treatment problem. Great did a nice job. However, we are now threatened with another strike - really high demands this time - to the Australians - foreign national - they trouble us really getting bad. Have been able to get a good deal of work done on the paper on leukemia - nearly complete. Today put in a full day on proving mix A catarrh in the lungs - for pt. A real case.

June 16, 1953. 7:15 AM. Waiting for Mrs. Suzuki to pick me up. Another Borrom is sick. We're going to see her before we go to work. Ike messed up all over the kitchen in the kitchen. Have decided it will be too expensive to get him home. We are trying to arrange to get the girls home - must go to Kobe after my pores - part of the children. The 1955 is practically finished as of yesterday. Strikes being threatened by coal miners. If we home one now there will be no transportation around. We have care. At least we will have a period before the new program starts on July 1st. Apparently this is not so good in Magnesia. Lived we should only do the two above. Time old pull out myself. - mac called. Borromen had a peculiar complaint - dryness & red eyes.
June 18th 1953

Yesterday C.A. America came down to ABC Coloney for his 4th lecture on an antenuclear syndrome. We met in Power 2, and D. Bentham-Green spoke. We gave a splendid talk. Then we had 2 very good cases for our base. C.B. came in care of our team. J.B. E is a young Japanese fellow in a mental institution, lost quite soon, burning, sepsis, abscess, fever, etc. Dr. Wyer served him - all not well. No reabsorption. He is 1st E to come in. The case, quarters of gynaecology - Tenebria.

Very good case also. Left on the 6th week, was here up and about. The meeting - 6 not daring to meet the to continue - said to look for them to expect to have 4 or 5 visitors a week! Cannot understand what has happened to him - a perhaps it is.

To be done tonight until Annie I think. Think to write a letter - pretty tired. Write him -

Bills hardly at this time - doubt it.

Turned to Tommy - burnt - want to get home pretty badly. Friend of the Chrysophyllum - the sound by Ruth Bennett - also Freeman's - and mean Goddard and the Greek Council by Freeman. Very good.

June 26th Friday. Well we had a very hectic week of it. Played tennis on Sunday - it mounted all day Sat. I had a 1st work on the papers. No work on Sunday because Monday night the 'gang' - the medical department - had a party for Anne at Lytton's in Throsdella. It was a great party - no wines except Château Chinon - and as large group of Greek girls. Had very nice company at a great French ales. Dinner then the inimitable games and two much beer and mixture of food itself. The game
there were a battle tough - the leading lady was a mother to
ten very beautiful girls who looked nice a saint - oriental one - but
was not she opposite. Pretty crude too. Well, irrespective of that,
we had a good time at the annual Ball. Yes - we had a good time. They and enjoy their place -
don't put too much on them with this Japanese set up of from for the
foursome but disregard the female. Then we went to the annual bubble
ball for the RMA at Brompton Hospital - it was merrier.
Wednesday I had an interview with the everlastingly bored and glibly -
for life's sake we had a party for Seiji's at Brown
at H. Camp. The Large's -1 Wendt's par in N. It was a very
good affair and we all enjoyed it.
Walked along very well now. But I d.c. finished
Leukemia paper, No. 1, probably this No. 2. Next in line
a report on the analysis of the Deluge medicated sera. We
must start on mammalian sera to see if we can verify D.C.
results. The case of early leukemia was fascinating -
how all leukemias are 2 more - one either 20% leukoplasias
up to 12 mg. hem. - or not the leukemia? We
also have the 17 F.B.S. data then - will write up the report
now. However, we will get the report on leukemia soon
out of the report on companions 1.
Blood values may be a
flop - we need to run a control on the Oak for that.
Our data does not match Swells at all. They PK, of
Not as well as we - c all leuc is check on figure even
at source of blood? Then the Brown paper - h.r. should
have a report or something I on leukemia. B.P. H.D.
The Charity should want interesting! Well, get out
another in that room - help they're going a long distance.
We had a visit from Dr. C.O. May, chief of the
experiment in cell physiology, de reversed at the Johns Hopkins.
He was small, gave us a very good talk on cell activity. He saw some mycelia, how the
bacterial microscopy and suggested my curiosity to.
I hear since for help — while I prayerly did
we see the sad news of Bill Vandyke's death —
apparently happened Saturday June 13th — must have
had Americanize firm mix. Good old changed it the
rough Bill, now he rest in peace — he was a fine fellow.
To do the least there is 3 weeks. Hope it can get
by much done if get away in the fall. Well must have a talk.
but God made a good suggestion coming to Shell.
women's bide, might as some rest top with them. Wrote
to Bill on 1 June at the B.U. job. Waiting to see
what will happen.

This A.M. 12 year old child died in Osaka — there
up the Sta. June — Police. Tired here in Nippon town, Love
and all convince. This out now. Pretty close company.
No C.C. available here — died the sheep they closed
up the movie site. Will God's will be done.
Kept that John Borden is interested for gulley Mal's.
but now doesn't know my past. Do him. Not much more then
home making. Put with half left a card. Put up "
Reading "Cry Korea". Think no. Rather cut U.S. card
in a shabby supercilious Bourdin boy. Those guys can
be irritating if he gives out of his way to the so — Ready
"Kingsley of Greece" Political thought to — Sinclair. Like it.
I will take my pipes and go now,
and God I go unto you all,
and keep all sorrow from you,
and the dark heavy load;
I will take my pipes and go now,
In I hear the summer call
And you'll hear the pipes a-singing
As I pass along the road.

Don Byrne.

May 27th 1953 Hiroshima
Dr. Yamawaki's House
Tea Party In Bob Long's